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To gain insight into the current state of financial services technology and its 

future direction, A10 Networks and Gatepoint Research conducted a survey 

asking senior decision-makers about their current plans, concerns, and 

priorities for their hybrid cloud environments.
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Cited cyber-crime's
attribution to brand damage

Have no
current model

Have established 
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Are currently
underway

Deploying hybrid cloud automation, 
management and analytics

34% Moving from hardware to a
more flexible software form factor

29% Plan to deploy or replace existing web
application firewall or DDoS protection

43% 28%58%
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Research conducted by Management levels represented:

5% CxOs 
35% VPs
48% Directors
12% Managers
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Survey participants represent firms in the financial services sectors and work for firms with a wide range of revenue levels: 

22% Fortune 1,000 companies (revenues over $1.5 billion)
25% large companies (revenues are between $500 million and $1.5 billion)

11% mid-market firms ($250 million to $500 million in revenues)
42% small companies (less than $250 million in revenues)

65% 63%74%
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